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“
We work hard 
to ensure that 
each sector is 

fully represented, 
supporting our 

members as they 
achieve their goals 

and improving 
standards across the 
entire entertainment 
technology industry

”
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PLASA
AT A GLANCE

professionals have 
downloaded our industry 

research report

224

products were entered into 
the 2018 PLASA Awards 

for Innovation

47
PLASA contributes to the 

creation of safety standards 
by sitting in

task groups 

17
web hits to 

www.plasa.org in the 
last year

125,000

riggers have qualified for the 
National Rigging Certificate 

(NRC)

865

36,464

16,518
and LSA

Each month, LSi magazine 
is read by

10,348
visitors combined

During 2018, PLASA Show 
and PLASA Focus Leeds and 

Glasgow welcomed

Our members – businesses, organisations 
and freelancers – represent

29
countries

To date,



Leadership

Moving forward  
and embracing change

Drive
For connection,  
team work and  
our industry
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Listening and learning  
with empathy
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ySharing expertise 

and practicing 
professionalism
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OUR CORE
VALUES
OUR CORE
VALUES

 
 

Integrity
In everything 
we do 
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LETTER FROM
THE PLASA CHAIR

Working diligently to 
guide the industry
I am really pleased to introduce PLASA’s Annual 
Report for 2018 and announce that the Members’ 
Day and AGM will return once again to the Royal 
College of Physicians in the heart of London on 
Wednesday 1 May. 

This year’s Annual Report is filled with PLASA’s 
achievements and activities over the past twelve 
months, all of which aim to elevate the industry and 
all those in it. But these pages can only deliver so 
much information, so for the full picture I invite you 
to the Members’ Day & AGM for an informative and 
enjoyable day. 

With PLASA’s financial stability in recent years, the 
association has been able to fund new initiatives 
and improve its membership services. A key 
example of this has been the industry research 
report, the largest of its kind and a much-needed 
addition to PLASA’s previous 2005 report.

Free for all members, this detailed knowledge 
has already helped many of us plan, forecast and 
benchmark our business activities.

Much of the work PLASA does is behind the scenes, 
developing technical guidance or helping to 
inform government proposals. So, whether the 
team is flying overseas to discuss legislation, or 
busy analysing data, you can rest assured that your 
association is working on issues that concern you 
and many of your industry colleagues. 

This crucial work could not be done without the 
support of our members, whose contribution, 
honest feedback and loyalty helps to ensure that 
PLASA’s aims are achieved. I look forward to seeing 
many of you at the upcoming Members’ Day and 
AGM where you can learn in even more detail how 
PLASA, your industry association, is playing a pivotal 
role in upholding standards and supporting our 
world-class members in their activities, both here 
and across the globe. 

Adam Blaxill
Chair of the Board
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LETTER FROM THE
MANAGING DIRECTOR

Steadfast and strong
Since last year we have been delivering on 
promises by increasing our output and producing 
high quality, relevant services for our members. 

We launched our modernised website, making 
it easier than ever to become a member, and 
published our industry-wide research report, 
providing business intellect found nowhere 
else. We joined the European Ecodesign 
Coalition Group and successfully campaigned 
for exemptions for stage and studio lighting. 
Additionally, we led the way with a sold-out 
edition of PlugFest and a series of professional 
training and networking events.

Looking ahead as we go through unchartered 
Brexit waters, we aim to help support our 
members, making sure that none of our members 
are left adrift. This begins at our Members’ Day & 
AGM with a talk from renowned economist Roger 
Martin-Fagg.

We are on the brink of launching our National Event 
Lifting Training (NELT) as promised last year. And we 
are getting ready to roll out telephone support lines 
specialising in health & safety, electrotechnical and 
audio engineering, providing crystal clear advice 
when you need it most. Building on our recent 
manufacturer forum we will facilitate even more 
connection, collaboration and community across all 
sectors and business types. 

I’m proud of PLASA’s commercial and membership 
achievements in the years since I took the helm 
and am fortunate to work with a talented pool 
of individuals who contribute to the association’s 
success. PLASA continues to grow in strength and I 
am confident in our abilities to light the way for the 
entertainment technology industry as we venture 
together into the future.

Peter Heath
Managing Director PLASA
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OUR MOST 
RECENT 
ACTIVITIES

PLASA membership 
continues to be a relevant 
and important asset to 
businesses in the live 
entertainment technology 
industry. The association 
leads on major issues, 
provides guidance straight 
from the source, and 
promotes connection 
and community across 
all sectors.
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Industry research 

In response to requests from our members, in 2018 
we conducted much needed research to create the 
largest report of its kind dedicated to the entertainment 
technology industry. Building upon previous research 
we conducted in the 00’s, the report, which is free to 
all PLASA members, provides accurate and up-to-date 
insights into the industry, including: 

• Industry size

• Market sectors

• Technology

• Employment

• Future trends

We intend to run this research annually enabling us 
to track how the industry progresses over time. We 
hope many of our members will contribute and help us 
develop further insights into our industry.

In addition, we are building more industry insight 
through focused research pieces, starting with a report 
on sales professionals working in the industry. 
This new report will benchmark salaries, skills and 
employment trends.

OUR MOST SIGNIFICANT
PROJECTS IN 2018

A new website 
and a streamlined 
joining process
We launched a modern and user-friendly 
website which outlines all that we do, delivers 
the latest developments and makes it easier 
than ever to become a member.

• Our online registration process is a 
simple and convenient way to sign up for 
membership. 

• Our online calendar lists our upcoming 
trade shows, networking events and 
Professional Development Training with 
easy ticket purchasing.  

• Our news feeds display up-to-date 
technical guidance and industry 
developments. 

• You can even search for members 
and qualified riggers using our online 
databases.

See for yourself at www.plasa.org 

http://www.plasa.org
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Ecodesign

The EU Commission’s Ecodesign 
proposals for stage and studio 
lighting have loomed large over 
the industry for over a year. PLASA 
joined forces with several major 
European associations to create the 
European Ecodesign Coalition to 
steer the outcome of the proposals 
for the benefit of our industry.

PLASA host an Ecodesign seminar 
at PLASA Focus Leeds with Adam 
Bennette and Rob Halliday.

The European Ecodesign Coalition 
travel to the EU Commission to meet 
both the EU Directorate-General 
for Energy and the Directorate-
General for Culture regarding the 
industry’s concerns. 

The first exemption is 
introduced, allowing a range of 
specific lamp types to continue. 

Sep 2018

Jan 2018

Apr 2018

May 2018

Jul 2018

Oct 2018

Dec 2018

Feb 2019

Looking 
forward

PLASA submit a response to 
the EU Commission and urge 
members to read key documents 
and submit comments.

PLASA call for manufacturers to join 
forces to present a strong argument 
against the Ecodesign proposals and 
host a public Ecodesign consultation 
at PlugFest.

The EU Commission release a 
revised draft of their proposals.

The European Ecodesign 
Coalition submit a statement 
drawing attention to four major 
unaddressed technical issues. 

EU member states agree to 
revise the proposals further 
which result in the vast majority 
of light sources being permitted 
for continued use.

Adam Bennette hosts a public 
Ecodesign seminar on behalf 
of PLASA at PlugFest. 

The Ecodesign coalition 
continues its work with the 
EU, clarifying the wording 
of the final draft which is 
expected later this year.

Ecodesign timeline
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International outreach
 
With nearly a quarter of our membership overseas 
it’s imperative we reach out and strengthen bonds 
with the industry’s international community. 

Our overseas activities included:

• Continue our partnership with fellow 
associations ESTA (America) and VPLT (Germany) 
as part of the World Entertainment Trade 
Federation (W-ETF).

• Hosting a get-together at Prolight + Sound for 
our European members, and at NAMM for our 
American members.

• Working with Erasmus to discuss adding the 
NRC to their programme.

• Delivering a presentation at Milan Music 
Festival about PLASA and the NRC, and a talk 
on the value of collaboration at the Poland 
Rigging Conference.

• Held a sold-out edition of PlugFest in 
Lille, France. 

Professional development

PLASA continue to successfully deliver Professional 
Development Training events, offering bite-sized 
learning opportunities for those seeking to broaden 
their skillset. 

These include:

• Electrical safety management with chartered 
engineer James Eade.

• Brand, communication and strategy with Lauren 
Rogers of Burnt Orange PR.

• Creative problem solving with Caroline Russell 
of the Ideas Group.

• Sales management training with consultant 
Alan Pepper.

Our upcoming workshops, seminars and courses 
can be found at www.plasa.org/events 

http://www.plasa.org/events 
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PlugFest

In February 2019 we co-hosted PlugFest, an 
annual event for lighting manufacturers and 
developers to test the interoperability of their 
products, debug and improve connectivity 
with others. The event is organised by PLASA 
alongside Hamish Dumbreck of JESE Ltd, Peter 
Willis of Howard Eaton Lighting and Wayne 
Howell of Artistic Licence.

PlugFest moved to Lille, France this year 
welcoming over 40 expert developers and 
software engineers from ten countries. The 
event sold out well in advance and set the 
scene for three productive days of testing, 
debugging and collaborating.

“
PlugFest has evolved 

into a serious and well 
supported annual 

event and has once 
again demonstrated 

the efficiency of 
manufacturers working 

together to educate 
and improve the user 
experience, delivering 
better interoperability 

of entertainment 
lighting products.

”
Co-host Peter Willis 

of Howard Eaton Lighting

Membership Forums 
& other events

Alongside our Members’ Day in May, which has 
seen a significant increase in attendance, PLASA is 
committed to providing more opportunities 
for members to network and collaborate with 
each other.

This year we began rolling out Membership Forums 
tailored to different business types. Starting in 
March with a forum especially for our Manufacturer 
members, the events aim to focus on pertinent issues 
that affect each sector, share solutions and come 
together as a community. Additional forums for other 
business types will be announced in the 
coming months.
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SKILLS

PLASA is dedicated to supporting those who work – or aspire to work – 
in the live entertainment industry by providing recognised certification 
pathways and vocational training. 

In-house certification
• PLASA Certifications is now the official 

certification body for all our training pathways. 

• In addition to presenting certification, we have 
the responsibility to visit NRC centres and carry 
out external verification. 

• This move to in-house certification will make 
the process more streamlined, allowing PLASA 
to deliver an even more efficient, quality 
service to our candidates.

CSCS card
• This year we worked to align the NRC with the 

CSCS scheme, allowing qualified riggers to 
access construction sites.

• We are in the early stages of identifying the 
need for ‘Non-Electrical Technology Equipment 
Installer’ training for those in our industry 
working in construction environments where 
the principle contractor requires CSCS cards.

•  If you would like to find out more, please 
contact skills@plasa.org.

NELT
• NELT (National Event Lifting Training) - aimed 

at non-rigging technical departments - is being 
prepared for release in Summer 2019, with 
the syllabus finished, the training methodology 
agreed, and the workbook mapped out.

• To promote standards in safety, PLASA held a 
hands-on rigging area at PLASA Show which 
garnered 60 people registering their interest 
to NELT.

NRC
• NRC (National Rigging Qualification) has gone 

from strength to strength with an increase in 
the number of riggers training, qualifying and 
renewing their NRC card. 

• We welcome four new NRC assessors who are 
now qualified to oversee the next generation 
of riggers. These are: Mike Hindle (UK Rigging), 
Jason White (Unusual), Alex Duke (Blackout) 
and Darren Mclaughlin.

• Looking ahead, we are continuing 
conversations to roll out the NRC in Europe.

mailto:skills%40plasa.org?subject=
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PLASA works diligently behind the scenes, contributing to, and publishing 
standards and guidance documents to ensure workplace safety and best 
practice across the industry. 

Event safety
• PLASA submitted an electrotechnical update to 

‘The Purple Guide’, a guide published by the 
Events Industry Forum to ensure safety at local 
and community events.

The loss of 700MHz
• PLASA has been working with members of 

BEIRG (British Entertainment Industry Radio 
Group) regarding the loss of the 700MHz band 
for PMSE users (Programme Making and Special 
Events).

• We have been communicating with our 
members about Ofcom’s compensation 
scheme via news articles and emails. 

Crane guidance
• PLASA sourced a consultant to support 

ASPEC (Association of Studio and production 
Equipment Companies) with creating and 
publishing crane guidance.

The groups we sit in
• We attended four meetings with CEN TC433 

working groups addressing mechanical and 
lifting issues in the industry.

• PLASA sits in 17 active task groups with the 
BSI to help create national and international 
product and safety standards. 

• We formed Live Event Advisory Groups, three 
of which will work on delivering NELT. 

BSI discount
• As part of a new service, PLASA members 

can now get discounts off any of the 
30,000+ BSI standards in their online library. 
Discounts range from 10% - 20% depending 
on membership type, please contact 
membership@plasa.org to take advantage of 
this offer.

TECHNICAL

mailto:membership%40plasa.org?subject=
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PLASA’s leading trade shows have enjoyed a bumper year, firmly 
positioning themselves as key dates in the industry calendar.  

Sophie Atkinson appointed as Head of Events.

After working with PLASA for 12 years and managing the market-leading 
seminar programmes for PLASA Show and Focus events, Sophie will continue 
to oversee show content while liaising with third parties to ensure events go 
without a hitch. 

PLASA Show PLASA Focus 
Leeds

PLASA Focus 
Glasgow

PLASA Show’s 41st 
edition saw a 4% 

increase in visitors, 
and 70% of stands 
re-booked onsite. 

Over 1,200 people 
attended our seminar 
programme, including 
the all new Rigging & 
Production theatre.

In May 2018 
PLASA Focus Leeds 
celebrated its 10th 

birthday with a 
sold-out show 

floor and excellent 
feedback from 
the industry.

PLASA Focus Glasgow 
is moving to a new 
home at the Hilton 
Glasgow in March 
2020. A shift in 

location and dates 
will ensure that Focus 
shows continue to be 
a valuable part of our 

events portfolio.

EVENTS
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PLASA publishes two of the industry’s favourite magazines, LSi (Light & 
Sound International) and LSA (Lighting & Sound America). Both have a 
large and loyal readership thanks to their smart journalism and strong 
industry ties.

MEDIA

LSi

PLASA Awards for Innovation

LSA

• According to a survey conducted by Fusion Research in Autumn, LSi 
remains a clear market leader with 75% of the industry choosing LSi over 
any other publication. 

• Overall revenue increased over the past year, with digital growing 15%.

• LSi is still the only magazine in the industry with an independently audited 
circulation (ABC).

• The PLASA Awards for Innovation which, co-organised by PLASA and LSi 
received over 45 entries – the highest number for many years.

• LSA is celebrating its 16th year and continues to be one of the most 
respected professional magazines in the U.S.

• Print revenue remains strong, with downloads of the LSA app growing to 
22,000 and digital advertising increasing by 9%.

• The team has been busy over the past 12 months visiting a range of trade 
shows including NAMM, USITT, Infocomm and LDI. 
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Since our last Members’ Day,
we...

Going forward, PLASA aims
to ...

• Co-founded the Ecodesign Coalition Group 
and successfully campaigned for exemptions 
for stage and studio lighting.

• Delivered several Professional Development 
Training events, covering branding, electrical 
safety and creative thinking. 

• Launched our revamped website.

• Hosted the 41st edition of PLASA Show which 
featured a new hands-on rigging area and 
dedicated rigging theatre.

• Published the first PLASA industry research 
report since 2005, the largest of its kind in 
our industry.

• Welcomed Koy Neminathan of Avolites as the 
new Manufacturer Representative and Matt 
Lloyd as Vice-Chair.

• Took PlugFest to France which sold out weeks 
in advance, welcoming lighting professionals 
from across Europe.

• Offer BREXIT advice from leading experts.

• Deliver the National Event Lifting Training 
(NELT).

• Introduce free health & safety, audio 
engineering and electrotechnical advice lines. 

• Launch an exclusive Members’ Area on 
our website.

• Deliver more Membership Forums tailored for 
different business types.

• Deliver more events where our members can 
come together as a community.

• Publish the results of the sales survey. 

• Publish technical guidance on working outside 
during lightning. 

LOOKING BACK,
LOOKING FORWARD
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MEET THE BOARD

Adam Blaxill
Chair

Operations Director for Stage Electrics, 
suppliers of lighting, sound and staging for 

the entertainment industry. 

Matt Lloyd
Vice Chair

Managing Director at gb4u consultancy, 
and former Director and Founder of 

LED lighting manufacturer GDS. 

Dave Crump
Rental & Production Representative

President of CT (Creative Technology) and 
CEO of the Middle East Region, and board 

member of AGES (Association of Global 
Event Suppliers).

Mark Surtees
Treasurer

Managing Director for Outback Rigging, servicing 
the UK events and entertainment industry, and 

contributor to NRAG and the NRC. 

Gareth Coleman
Distributor Representative

Director of International Sales for OHM 
(UK), a loudspeaker manufacturer 

renowned for pushing boundaries using 
British technology.

Robert Kronman
Individual Representative

Independent Consultant specialising in LED 
and digital displays for clients in sports, retail, 

theatre and architecture. 

Ollie Jeffery
Venues Representative

Head of Production & Technical at the 
Royal Albert Hall, managing a team of 
100 and delivering 380 performances 

throughout the building. 

Jerry Singleton
Professioanl Services Representative

Director & Project Manager for the 
Technical Department, providing power to 

the events industry for over 30 years.

Ed Pagett
Non-Executive Director

Commercial Director for Outback Rigging and 
freelance Technical Consultant for businesses 

throughout the industry. 

Koy Neminathan
Manufacturer Representative

Sales Director for Avolites, 
manufacturers of state-of-the-art 

lighting control consoles, dimmers and 
media servers. 

David Ripley
Organisational Representative

Head of Technical Support at Royal Central 
School of Speech and Drama, heading a 
department of lighting, sound, rigging, 

wardrobe, scenic, construction and media. 



2018 ACCOUNTS

Membership

With membership fees having remained 
unchanged since 2015, a small drop in 
membership numbers in 2018 resulted in a fall 
in membership income of 2.4%.

PLASA Events

PLASA London saw an increase in turnover of 4% 
to £1,023,000. PLASA Focus Leeds, in its 10th 
year, saw an increase in turnover of 20%. PLASA 
Focus Glasgow saw a dip in turnover of 6%. In 
total, PLASA Events saw a rise in turnover of 7% 
whilst reducing direct costs by 3%. As a result, 
gross profit increased by more than £130,000 
to £502,000. 

Media UK 

Light & Sound International managed to halt 
the recent downward trend in print advertising 
and achieved a 3% increase over 2017 in 
booked advertising. Digital media options in the 
portfolio continued to show healthy growth, 
which for 2018 stood at 11%. The overall result 
showed an increase in turnover of 6%. Continued 
improvement to margins combined with 
additional cost savings resulted in a gross profit 
of £253,000 an increase of 20%.

Media USA

Lighting & Sound America saw a fall in turnover 
of 6% on 2017. Print advertising saw a fall of 
10% whilst digital saw an increase of 6%. With 
a fall in costs of 2% the resulting gross profit 
amounted to £250,000 - a fall of 16% on 2017.

Administration Costs

Costs increased 19% to £913,000. Continued 
investment into the Membership, Skills and 
Technical division of £100,000 and delivery of 
the Industry Research Report of £20,000 make 
up much of the increase.

Establishment Costs

Total establishment costs for 2018 amounted 
to £94,000, of which £84,000 relates to 
the lease of the US office in Manhattan. The 
balance is the associated costs of running 
Redoubt House in Eastbourne.

Financial Expenses

Adjusting for the one-off currency gain of 
£53,000 in 2017, expenses fell 11% due to a 
reduction in legal and professional fees.

Taxation

Due to the availability of trading losses 
brought forward, the UK still has no liability to 
UK Corporation Tax. PLASA Media Inc is subject 
to tax on its profits, which for 2017/2018 
amounted to £29,142.

Balance Sheet

The net worth of the organisation after 
another successful year amounts to 
£1,242,000 - an increase of 20%. Cash 
reserves have also improved and stood at 
£640,000 at 31 December. The loan to ESTA 
(formally PLASA NA) continues to be repaid 
and currently stands at £70,750. Net current 
assets amounted to £552,000 an increase of 
63% on 2017.

2019 Forecast

The forecast for 2019 continues the positive 
note of 2018. Target income growth across 
Membership, Media and Events is around 4% 
for 2019. With continued attention to costs 
and efficiencies we will ensure we maintain or 
improve on existing profit margins.

As we move into a new era of financial 
stability, we are building reserves to future-
proof the organisation, so it can continue to 
serve the industry for the long term.

PLASA delivered another good result in 2018; a reflection of the 
industry’s trust in PLASA and the increasing popularity of many of our 
core products.
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Professional Lighting and Sound Association,
Professional Lighting and Sound Association Limited

PLASA Media Limited, PLASA Events Limited and
PLASA Media Inc

Combined Accounts for the year ended
31 December 2018

Professional Lighting and Sound Association
Combined Balance Sheet
As at 31 December 2018

£ £

Fixed asssets

Freehold Property 630,951 647,628

Equipment  58,059 44,423

 689,010  692,051

Current assets

Stock 680 2,234

Debtors  680,770  558,029

Loan to ESTA  70,750  214,363 

Cash at bank and in hand  639,950  568,025

 1,392,150  1,342,651

Current liabilities

Creditors  839,505  1,004,506

Net current assets 552,645 338,145

Total assets less current liabilities  1,241,655  1,030,196

Reserves

Profit and loss reserves brought forward 1,030,196 719,840

Profit for the year 211,459 310,356

 1,241,655  1,030,196

2018 2017
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Professional Lighting and Sound Association
Combined Profit and Loss Account
For the year ended 31 December 2018

£ £ £ £

Income

Membership 256,320 262,676 

PLASA Events 1,536,820 1,436,528 

PLASA Media 680,341 642,819 

PLASA Media Inc 1,071,138 1,137,545 

Other 69,049 68,967 

3,613,668 3,548,535

Cost of sales

PLASA Events 1,034,837 1,067,621 

PLASA Media 427,301 432,882 

PLASA Media Inc 822,061 841,538 

Other -  -

2,284,199 2,342,041

Gross profit

Membership 256,320 262,676 

PLASA Events 501,983 368,907 

PLASA Media 253,040 209,937 

PLASA Media Inc 249,077 296,007 

Other 69,049 68,967 

1,329,469 1,206,494

Expenses

Administrative 913,367 768,393 

Establishment 94,271 80,366 

Financial 38,665 (10,352)

Depreciation 41,719 44,410 

Interest paid 891 669 

Interest received (57) (674)

1,088,856 882,812

Net profit before taxation 240,613 323,682

Taxation 29,154 13,326

Net profit after taxation £ 211,459 £ 310,356

2018 2017
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We report that we have satisfied ourselves that the financial information set out in the 
attached Combined Accounts for the year ended 31 December 2018, has been correctly 
extracted from the individual accounts of the respective companies.

We also confirm that on the basis of our examination work and the explanations given to us, 
in our opinion:

The Association’s accounts have in all material respects, been prepared from the 
underlying accounting records, and have been prepared in accordance with UK 
Accounting Standards.

The statutory accounts for the companies incorporated in the UK, have been
prepared from their respective underlying accounting records and in accordance with 
the requirements of the Companies Act 2006.

The accounts for PLASA Media Inc, a company incorporated in the United States of 
America, have in all material respects, been prepared from the underlying accounting 
records and in support of the US Corporate Tax return.

OBC The Accountants Limited

Chartered Accountants

2 Upperton Gardens

Eastbourne BN21 2AH

Dated : 17 April 2019

Professional Lighting and Sound Association,
Professional Lighting and Sound Association Limited,
PLASA Media Limited, PLASA Events Limited
and PLASA Media Inc

Accountants Report - Combined Accounts

Clients Approval

We approve the Extract of Accounts and confirm that they contain a summary of the whole of 
the combined business transactions during the period shown.

Adam Blaxill - Chairman

Dated : 16 April 2019

Mark Surtees - Treasurer


